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Cronite's 3 X 8 ¾ Hi-Speed Press is the
result of changes & improvements on the
original press throughout the years.
The basic design is the accomplishment of
the former Modern Die and Plate Press
Manufacturing Company that manufactured
the first 3 X 8 Modern Press in the late
1920's. As each lot of presses were made,
modifications were incorporated to better
suit the industry's needs.
In 1946, Cronite began producing the 3 X 8
Press and by 1953, with the appearance of the Autofeed, emphasis was placed on
increasing production capacity. Today's 3 X 8 ¾ Hi-Speed Die Stamping Press System
(consisting of the Hi-Speed 3 X 8 ¾ Press, High Speed Autofeed, and Telestacker
Drier) is the result of many years of engineering research devoted to modernizing the
die stamping plant.
The 3 X 8 ¾ Hi-Speed Die Stamping Press System can produce engraved stationery
at speeds in excess of 8000 impressions per hour smoothly and effortlessly on various
sizes and thicknesses of paper stock.
CRONITE'S 5 x 9 HI-SPEED DIE STAMPING PRESS
In 1965, Cronite took on the challenge of engineering a larger sized die stamping
press system capable of stamping at higher speeds without sacrificing quality or any
efficiency. After years of changes and improvements, the result is a die stamping
press system of revolutionary new design, unlike any other before it. A system which
can produce engraved stationery at speeds as fast as 7000 impressions per hour
smoothly and effortlessly on various sizes of thicknesses of paper stock.
Each piece of equipment sold is the product of over 100 years of experience in the industry and is designed with the operator in mind. "Operator Friendly" machinery helps
get the most from employees, as well as from equipment to help make a die stamping
shop run more smoothly and efficiently. The 5 X 9 Hi-Speed Die Stamping Press, High
Speed Autofeed, and Telestacker Drier form an integrated new system for producing
engraved stationery which is far superior to any other equipment in use today.
In an industry where time and production costs are so closely related, a new 5 X 9 HiSpeed Die Stamping Press System becomes a very wise investment in efficiency and
profitability.
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